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Wind Measurements 

 

Precision wind measurements in any configuration, climate or terrain 

With over 10 years of experience with wind measurement, Meventus can ensure the 

measurement quality you need to realize your project with the lowest possible uncertainty 

 

There are many measurement providers in the market today, but none other with the type 

of organization and background that enables Meventus to provide the high quality 

measurements we offer today.   

We have delivered both measurements and analysis since our early days as a department 

in a large Norwegian energy utility with a sizable wind project portfolio.  Our focus was 

simple - provide the most value out of our wind projects as possible. Measurement 

campaigns were planned collaboratively between technicians and wind analysts to provide 

the lowest uncertainty possible and ensure both the position and sensor configuration are 

ideal for each specific project and respective climate.  While we now serve a wide range of 

customers in many countries, our focus on quality and project improvement remains 

unchanged. 

 

To date, we have installed and serviced over 70 masts in the Nordic and Central European 

region. The majority of these installations are in rough, mountainous and arctic terrain, 

including the recent installation of a 180m mast outfitted with over 30 sensors for a 

research project in Southern Sweden.  Many of our masts are equipped with a Meventus 

power supply to power high consumption instrument heating (See our “Hybrid Power 

Systems” brochure for more information).   
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In addition to producing our own custom power supplies, we also manufacture our own 

booms and spires to accommodate any requested sensor configuration, while ensuring the 

mast is compliant with IEC 61400-12 standards and MEASNET guidelines.   

 

Meventus is also one of Europe’s most experienced provider of lidar measurements, having 

installed and operated over 20 of leading lidars on the market (WINDCUBE, ZephIR, 

Streamline and Galion).  We have several systems in-stock and available for rental, 

including a power supply for remote locations if necessary. 

 

All the major Scandinavian utilities choose Meventus, not only because they require high 

quality measurements, but because we are top class in Health, Safety, and Environment. 

Please contact Meventus for more information on our measurement services, flexible 

payment plans, and client references. 
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